family of homomorphisms into a pro-C-group Sg, then there exists a unique homomorphism y : 6 -$, such that the diagrams are commutative.
Explicitly, the fret pro-K-product (C, = uuS,!t 6, is obtained in the following way: Let G .-+cIS\II 6,) the (discrete) free products of the groups 6, in the usual sense. Let C& be the family of normal subgroups AV of G, such that
;V T, 6, for almost every CL E '!I. .V of which is in !BG and has the property AT n (C,,, :-= I. We get this homomorphism, if wc map (& onto 1 E C&/Z for /3 ,I' a: and 6, onto 6,/I by the canonical projection. Since (6, is compact, it is a closed subgroup of G in the topologv given by Di,; If u-e now take the completion we obtain canonical (continuous) homomorphisms and it is easily checked, that the system 6, --t 9, LY E YI, fulfills the universal condition of a free pro-K-product, i.e., 6 = UIEY, C!jl . For a more general treatment of the free products, see [2] .
THEOREM.
Let 6 = fi as9l 6, be the free pro-K-product of the Pro-C-groups 6, , cy t ?I, and let Sj be an open subgroup of 6. Then BINZ, NEUKIRCII, AND WENZEL zchere a, runs through a system S, of representations of the double-subgroupdecomposition 6, oa . 9 of 6 and 5 is the free pro-&group of the j%te rank rank(S) == C [(6 : .Sj) -card( --(6 : $I) T I. .\E?I Remark.
Since Q, C !?J for almost all a: E 91, we have card(5'J = (6 : jj) for almost all 01, i.e., the sum on the right side is finite.
Proof. Let G +#Caef 6, be the usual fret product of the groups 6,) and 9JjH is a basis of neighborhoods of the identity of H and so defines a topology T,, on H. We show that the restriction of T,; to His TolH = TN.
By the same argument we used for the group G and its topology I;; , we same time we see that Sfi' n I :-S>'" = W'X">'~ = 6ti', i.e., 6, C I$ for ahnost every CI E ,?I. Therefore, 6, Cr" == ni I'; fo; almost every Q: E ?I. We thus have shown, that i C 2JH,, , i.e., T,l, = TR .
If we now consider the diagram we obtain 8 as the completion of G with respect to T, and the open subgroup sj of Q as completion of H with respect to T,l, = TH . By the construction of free pro-C-products we see that where CC,:'"*' n 9 is the image of the (compact) pro-K-group 62 n H under K, and 3 is the completion of the finitely generated free group F with respect to the restriction of TH to F, i.e., with respect to the topology, given by all normal subgroups JF of 
Proof. A free pro-&-group
(6 is the free pro-K-product (ci 7 &ta 05, , where 6m is the free pro-B-group of rank I (i.e., (5, is pro-cyclic). We have rank(6) == card@I). By our theorem, $7 m= u,,,= (6:~ n 5) fi 3, where o, E S, runs through a system of representatives for the double-subgroup- It is wellknown (see [I] ) that the galois group G, of the algebraic closure over a rational function field K = k(r) of one variable over an algebraically closed field k of characteristic 0 is a free pro-finite group. Since an arbitrary function field of one variable over k is a finite extension of k(x), we automatically obtain, from the above corollary, the following:
COROLLARY.
Let h' be an algebraic function jield of one variable over an a@ebraically closed$eld k of characteristic 0. Then the galois group G, of the algebraic closure K ovey A' is a free projinite group.
